
       
TITLE APPLICATION IT2

 
The following federation…HUNGARY  .................................hereby applies for the title of: 
International Grandmaster (2500) ……GM............. 

To be awarded to:  Flumbort, Andras Dr. 
family name:      FLUMBORT first name: Andras  
FIDE ID Number:  717274     date of birth:  

1984-08-17 
place of birth: HUN 
 

Date necessary rating gained: July 2006 level of highest rating:  2518 (Oct 2006) 
 
Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date 
(see Title Regulations 1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case) 
Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms 
 

1. name of event:   
II PannonPower Kupa GM   
(Event Code:  37882 Rated for  July 2006) 

location:  
Sikonda (HUN) 

dates: 
 2006/03/21 – 2006/03/29 

tournament system: Round-Robin 

average rating of opponents: 2464 total number of games played: 9 
points required: 6.5 points scored: 6.5 
number of games to be counted:                           (if not all) 
(after dropping games): points required:                    points scored:  
number of opponents from host federation: 5 number not from own federation:  4 

number of opponents:  9   Total titled..8….. GMs .3.. IMs…5…. FMs…… WGMs…... WIMs…… 
WFMs…… rated…9…. unrated…… 
 

2. name of event: 
 HUN TM Chmp Super League 
(Event Code: 38427 Rated for July 
2006) 

location: Various (HUN) 

dates: 2005/10/16 – 2006/04/23 tournament system: Team Round-Robin 

average rating of opponents:  2440 total number of games played: 11 

points required: 8 points scored: 9 
number of games to be counted:                          (if not all) 
(after dropping games): points required:                     points scored: 
number of opponents from host federation:  6 number not from own federation: 5 
number of opponents: 11 Total titled..11….. GMs…6.. IMs…4…. FMs…1… WGMs…... 
WIMs…… 
WFMs…… rated…11…. unrated…… 
 

3. name of event:  
1.Bundesliga 
 (Event Code: 50999   Rated for May 
2010) 

location: Germany 

dates: 01/10/2009 – 11/04/2010 tournament system: Team 

average rating of opponents: 2481 total number of games played: 9 
points required:  6.0 points scored: 6.0 
number of games to be counted:                             (if not all) 

http://ratings.fide.com/tournament_report.phtml?event16=37882


(after dropping games): points required:                     points scored:  
number of opponents from host federation:  number not from own federation:  
number of opponents:  9  Total titled.. 9….. GMs…5.. IMs…1…. FMs…3… WGMs…... 
WIMs…… 
WFMs…… rated…9…. unrated…… 
 
Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms. 

total number of games…29 played (+1 by1.41/c) ….. (minimum 27)  

special comments… 

 

name of Federation official…Korpics Zsolt  Gen. Sec. (IA)…date…21th  June 2010 

signature… ……………… ………………………. 


